Advanced Work Packaging: Improving Construction
Performance Through Process and Technology
Following 2019’s successful inaugural AWP Conference in London, the world’s forum for advancement of
project performance best practices returns in 2021! Join senior industry members to explore Advanced
Work Packaging - the new global standard for project delivery. This conference will gather thought leaders
and practitioners in project performance for three information-packed days of plenary panels, keynote
presentations, breakout sessions, exhibits and networking. Learn how AWP can improve Britain and EU
project performance and construction productivity.

europe.awpconference.com
What: A Virtual Event for the EU Construction Industry
When: April 20, 21 & 22 (2021)
Who: All key construction stakeholders and leaders
Cost: USD $249 / discounts available
Registration now open at europe.awpconference.com

AWP
Conference
Sponsors
Thank you to the following companies for supporting Advanced Work Packaging:
Conference-Level Sponsors:

Breakout-Level Sponsors:

Virtual Exhibitors:

What’s on the Program?
Multiple presentations and panels on the virtual plenary stage over 3 days representing hours of
content valid for Professional Development Hours! Plus, 20 hours of breakout sessions in 4 themed
tracks focused on AWP and related best practices, processes and technologies.

Plenary Sessions:

Breakout Tracks:

•

Daily Kickoffs with Updates on Global AWP Developments

•

AWP Implementation for the Uninitiated

AWP Implementation: EPCs, constructors
and engineers making AWP happen

•

Case Study Keynote: Shell’s AWP Journey

•

Data is the Key: Practical Approaches / Real Outcomes

•

AWP Data Requirements and Digital Threads

•

Technology Keynote: Spencer Kelly (BBC’s “Click”)

•

Case Study: Design for Manufacturing and Assembly

•

Using AWP and Lean Construction to Go Green

•

Virtual Happy Hours and Interactive Networking Times

AWP Technology: Providers of tools that
support and enhance AWP
AWP Case Studies: Presentations featuring
findings from real-world implementation
AWP Best Practices: Exploring best
practice research & development for
Advanced Work Packaging and related
project performance initiatives.

2021 Conference Speakers
AWP

Community of Practice
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The Conference Programme
The AWP Conference 2021 programme has been developed in collaboration with our Advisory Board, which
represents some of the world’s highest-profile owners, EPCs, engineering and construction companies,
technology providers and implementation support experts. Key topics to be discussed in presentations, panels
and case studies include: AWP Implementation for the Uninitiated, Shell’s AWP Journey, Practical Approaches
and Real Outcomes for Project Data, AWP Data Requirements and Digital Threads, Design for Manufacturing
and Assembly, AWP Implementation for Green Projects, and the Rising Use of Technology in Industry. All of this
is complemented by an additional 20 breakout sessions in 4 themed tracks. Sessions include audience Q&A
time, and you will have the opportunity to interact with all presenters and panelists during dedicated virtual
networking sessions integrated into the daily programme.

Day One (April 20) timetable All times in BST (London)
10:00 AM to 10:30 AM • Pre-event Attendee Onboarding Session
Pre-event onboarding and technical support room opens. Attendees with questions for the organizer can ask
them during this time slot, before conference day two kicks off officially.
10:30 AM to 11:00 AM • Conference Kickoff
Speakers representing the Construction Industry Institute (CII - Austin, TX, USA) and the European Construction
Institute (ECI - England, UK) and the Construction Owners Association of Alberta (COAA, Canada) and Group ASI
will outline the focus of the day and the work that is being done in the areas addressed at the conference.

11:00 AM to 12:00 PM • AWP Implementation for the Uninitiated
Since Advanced Work Packaging was made a global best practice in 2015, it is being requested by owners and
EPCs alike. AWP offers safer, more predictable projects at a lower cost, with a shorter schedule, higher quality,
and lower rework. So where do you start if you want to adopt this new approach? This panel will provide you
with the perspectives of 5 industry experts, all with practical advice based on decades of experience. The goal
of this session is to provide a mixed-knowledge / mixed-experience audience with an understanding of how
to implement AWP from a variety of perspectives, as well as an understanding of the benefits and challenges
associated with AWP, and the available resources that can be leveraged for a successful implementation.
Speakers: Mark Lambert, Eastman Chemical; Stuart Block, Fluor UK; Maurizio Granata, Hexagon; Geoff Ryan,
Insight-AWP and Robin Mikaelsson, AWP University.

12:00 PM - 12:30 PM • Lunch Break
12:30 PM - 1:00 PM • Networking Sessions Time Block #1
Our virtual networking sessions are 30-minute thought-leadership meetings for attendees to get to know each
other and dive deeper on conference topics with guest facilitators. You can choose from a variety of sessions
during this time. These sessions are not recorded, so the only way to get the information is to join in live!
Click here to jump to the networking session timetable (in this document).
1:00 PM - 3:00 PM • Breakout Sessions Time Block #1 and #2
In each one-hour breakout session time block, you can attend one of four sessions, each in a themed track. The
track themes are: Implementation (EPCs, constructors and engineers making AWP happen), Technology and
Data (providers of tools that support and enhance AWP, Case Studies (presentations featuring findings from
real-world implementation), and Best Practices (exploring best practice research & development for AWP and
related initiatives). Click here to jump to the breakout session timetable (in this document).
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Day One (April 20) timetable (continued)
3:00 PM - 3:30 PM • Virtual Networking Timeblock #2
You can choose from a variety of thought-leadership sessions during this time. These are not recorded, so the
only way to get the info is to join live! Click here to jump to the networking session timetable (in this document).
3:30 PM to 4:30 PM • Shell’s Advanced Work Packaging Journey (Case Study)
Shell has been championing AWP, developing and implementing their project-based and organizational AWP
programs and supporting worldwide awareness and adoption of AWP best practices. As an industry leader,
Shell has made AWP part of their global approach to project planning and execution and as a result have some
impressive learnings that they will be sharing that you at this year’s conference.
Keynote Speaker: Martin Swaine, Digital Construction Delivery Manager, Projects Digital, Shell UK

4:30 PM - 5:00 PM • Day One Wrap-Up Session
The day one kickoff team will wrap up. What did we learn? Where do we go from here? What are the next steps?
5:00 PM - 5:45 PM • Virtual Happy Hour
Mingle with attendees, speakers, sponsors and conference organizers in a virtual happy hour. Bring your own
refreshments! Choose from a virtual pub quiz or a daily recap and open discussion forum.

Day Two (April 21) timetable
All times in BST (London)
10:00 AM to 10:30 AM • Pre-event Attendee Onboarding Session
Pre-event onboarding and technical support room opens. Attendees with questions for the organizer can ask
them during this time slot, before the conference kicks off officially.
10:30 AM to 11:00 AM • Conference Day Two Kickoff
Speakers representing the Construction Industry Institute (CII - Austin, TX, USA), the European Construction
Institute (ECI - England, UK), the Construction Owners Association of Alberta (COAA, Canada) and Group ASI will
outline the focus of the day and the work that is being done in the areas addressed at the conference.

11:00 AM to 12:00 PM • Data is the Key - Practical Approaches and Real Outcomes
Owners are increasing their reliance on quality data and passing those requirements onto engineering and
construction contractors and vendors. In this session, you will learn what owners want, and how contractors can
operationalize those requirements. We’ll also explore what technology can do with the data and how the data
can be automated with artificial intelligence (AI). By the end of this session, you’ll have a better understanding
of the increasing importance of data in an AWP environment. You’ll learn how data can create a step change in
project performance from inception to completion and startup. Speakers: Anders Thostrup, Shell; Stuart Bennett,
Worley; Rick Dunlap, BrandSafway; Cody Austin, Autodesk, and Mark Mehta, iConstruct
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Day Two (April 21) timetable (continued)
12:00 PM - 12:30 PM • Lunch Break
12:30 PM - 1:00 PM • Networking Sessions Time Block #3
Our virtual networking sessions are 30-minute thought-leadership meetings for attendees to get to know each
other and dive deeper on conference topics with guest facilitators. You can choose from a variety of sessions
during this time. These sessions are not recorded, so the only way to get the information is to join in live!
Click here to jump to the networking session timetable (in this document).
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM • Breakout Sessions Time Block #3
In each one-hour breakout session time block, you can attend one of four sessions, each in a themed track. The
track themes are: Implementation (EPCs, constructors and engineers making AWP happen), Technology and
Data (providers of tools that support and enhance AWP, Case Studies (presentations featuring findings from
real-world implementation), and Best Practices (exploring best practice research & development for AWP and
related initiatives). Click here to jump to the breakout session timetable (in this document).
2:00 PM to 3:00 PM • AWP Data Requirements and Digital Threads
AWP Data requirements and Digital Threads to increase Supply Chain Visibility reports have been issued. How
should industry use these recommendations? In this session you will get more context and better understand
the fundamentals of Data Requirements and Digital Threads. What can AWP data requirements and digital
threads do for the industry? How can they be used? How can they be scaled for use on larger and smaller
projects? How can they be incorporated into contracts and how will it impact vendors? This session will provide
you with an understanding of how data requirements and digital threads will impact AWP implementations. The
focus is on stakeholder recommendations to improve project outcomes.
Speakers: Tom Morris, ExxonMobil; John Banda, Autodesk; Tedd Weitzman, Construct-X;
Yogesh Srivastava, Teknobuilt.

3:00 PM - 3:30 PM • Networking Sessions Timeblock #4
Our virtual networking sessions are 30-minute thought-leadership meetings for attendees to get to know each
other and dive deeper on conference topics with guest facilitators. You can choose from a variety of sessions
during this time. These sessions are not recorded, so the only way to get the information is to join in live!
Click here to jump to the networking session timetable (in this document).
3:30 PM - 4:30 PM • Keynote Presentation: Spencer Kelly - Things That Melted My Mind
Spencer Kelly has spent nearly 20 years touring the world, seeing amazing technology and
meeting amazing people. In this session, he’ll bring you some of the most mind-bending
developments that are just around the corner. You will see robots hunting underwater
menaces, screens that float in the air, and, more practically, how technology is creating
intelligent buildings and production lines that can predict their own breakdowns before they
happen. And there will be drones. Being attacked. With swords.
4:30 PM - 5:00 PM • Day Two Wrap-Up Session
The day two kickoff team will wrap up. What did we learn? Where do we go from here? What are the next steps?
5:00 PM - 5:45 PM • Virtual Happy Hour
Mingle with attendees, speakers, sponsors and conference organizers in a virtual happy hour. Bring your own
refreshments! Choose from a virtual pub quiz or a daily recap and open discussion forum.
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Day Three (April 22) timetable
All times in BST (London)
10:00 AM to 10:30 AM • Pre-event Attendee Onboarding Session
Pre-event onboarding and technical support room opens. Attendees with questions for the organizer can ask
them during this time slot, before conference day three kicks off officially.
10:30 AM to 11:00 AM • Conference Day Three Kickoff
Speakers representing the Construction Industry Institute (CII - Austin, TX, USA) and the European Construction
Institute (ECI - England, UK) and the Construction Owners Association of Alberta (COAA, Canada) and Group ASI
will outline the focus of the day and the work that is being done in the areas addressed at the conference.

11:00 AM to 12:00 PM • Design for Manufacturing and Assembly
Design for Manufacture and Assembly (DfMA) is a design approach that focuses on ease of manufacture and
efficiency of assembly. By simplifying the design of a product it is possible to manufacture and assemble it more
efficiently, in the minimum time and at a lower cost. Traditionally, DfMA has been applied to sectors such as the
design of automotive and consumer products. More recently, construction contractors have begun to adopt
DfMA for the off-site prefabrication of construction components. In this presentation, multi-disciplinary subject
matter experts from the DfMA, AWP, Lean Construction, and technology domains will come together to provide
a case study and analysis of DfMA in context of modern construction projects in the EU and worldwide.
Speakers: Jaimie Johnston, BrydenWood; David Philp, Government of the United Kingdom; TBA for A Class of
Your Own, Eric Crivella, Digital Construction Works, Nigel Harper, Integrated Project Delivery.

12:00 PM - 12:30 PM • Lunch Break
12:30 PM - 1:00 PM • Networking Sessions Time Block #5
Our virtual networking sessions are 30-minute thought-leadership meetings for attendees to get to know each
other and dive deeper on conference topics with guest facilitators. You can choose from a variety of sessions
during this time. These sessions are not recorded, so the only way to get the information is to join in live!
Click here to jump to the networking session timetable (in this document).
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM • Breakout Sessions Time Block #4
In each one-hour breakout session time block, you can attend one of four sessions, each in a themed track. The
track themes are: Implementation (EPCs, constructors and engineers making AWP happen), Technology and
Data (providers of tools that support and enhance AWP, Case Studies (presentations featuring findings from
real-world implementation), and Best Practices (exploring best practice research & development for AWP and
related initiatives). Click here to jump to the breakout session timetable (in this document).
2:00 PM - 3:00 PM • Breakout Sessions Time Block #5
Click here to jump to the breakout session timetable (in this document).
3:00 PM - 3:30 PM • Virtual Networking Timeblock #6
Click here to jump to the networking session timetable (in this document).
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Day Three (April 22) timetable (continued)
3:30 PM to 4:30 PM • Using AWP & Lean to Go Green
Owners are increasing their reliance on quality data and passing those requirements onto engineering and
construction contractor and vendor. AWP and Lean can facilitate effective data management and can enable
less waste through integrated project delivery from concept to commissioning. This session will provide a mixed
audience with an understanding of the increasing importance of how Advanced Work Packaging and Lean
Construction principles and practices can contribute to ‘going green’.
Speakers: Luigi Anselmi, Tecnimont; Josh Girvin, O3 Solutions and Fernando Espana, Construct-X.

4:30 PM - 5:00 PM • Day Three Wrap-Up Session
The day three kickoff team will wrap up the conference. What did we learn? Where do we go from here? What
are the next steps?

6:00 PM • AWP Conference 2021 Closes
Thank you for attending the 2nd AWP Conference for Europe and the United Kingdom!

Breakout Session Calendar
One-hour presentations in themed tracks, with Q&A opportunities
In each one-hour breakout session time block, you can attend one of four sessions, each in a themed track. The
track themes are: Implementation (EPCs, constructors and engineers making AWP happen), Technology and
Data (providers of tools that support and enhance AWP, Case Studies (presentations featuring findings from
real-world implementation), and Best Practices (exploring best practice research & development for AWP and
related initiatives).

Complete session descriptions available on the AWP Conference virtual event app
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Networking Session Calendar
Get to know sponsors, speakers and attendees. Learn more and have fun!

Complete session descriptions available on the AWP Conference virtual event app

Conference Background & Attendee Testimonials
Hundreds of construction industry professionals attend each year. Since 2009, thousands of
senior members and decision-makers from the global construction industry have attended AWP
Conferences and Summits. Our audiences represent some of the top minds applying project
performance best practices at world-leading organizations, and those who want to learn how.
“Well-organised conference providing great awareness of
AWP for new joiners into the industry, combined with a
wide spread of real life applications/examples.”
				
- Lina Lusadisu, Shell
“I am very glad that AWP moved to Europe and started
progressing out of the States and Canada; I believe that...
both regions can benefit by spreading the AWP mentality
and linking it to Lean and BIM.”
			
- Sylvester Bawab, Fluor
“Informative with numerous SMEs from a wide variety
of perspectives. The technology solutions presented are
both game-changing and key enablers to successfully
implementing AWP.”
			
- Daniel Laud, ExxonMobil

“The AWP Conference is a great way to learn how
Advanced Work Packaging is disrupting our industry in a
positive way and to network and learn from those who are
actively practicing it on projects.”
			
- Cody Austin, Autodesk
“As a Materials Management Lead at Dow, and a Supply
Chain Management practitioner for many years, I found
this conference informative and timely in its advocacy of
AWP principles and processes.”
		
- Ash Alashqar, Dow Chemical
“Great opportunity to meet various specialists and learn
from their experiences.”
		
- William de Rooijen, Worley

We hope you can join us on April 20-22. Together we can
advance project performance in the European construction
industry. Registration is open at europe.awpconference.com

AWP Improves Project Performance
Advanced Work Packaging is an integrated project delivery system that has been established
as an official project performance best practice by the Construction Industry Institute (CII).

An Integrated Project Delivery System with Powerful Benefits

25%
Productivity
Increase

Improved
Predictability

10%

Total Installed
Cost Decrease

Improved Safety
(Reduced Incidents)

According to research findings published by the Construction Industry Institute (University of Texas at Austin).

Become a member of the Advanced Work
Packaging Community of Practice today for instant
access to free content, including our bi-weekly
AWP CoP Webinar Series featuring subject matter
experts and AWP practitioners from organizations
around the world. Visit awpcommunity.com today!
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